Abstract

Schools strive to raise student achievement by improving teacher quality. In turn, teacher quality can be improved by evaluating teachers, assessing their needs for professional development and by making them accountable for quality in teaching learning processes in schools. It is for this reason that National Education Policy (2009) of Pakistan puts a clear emphasis on judging teachers for the quality of their performance. With a review of this policy underway and the new policy may coming into effect anytime soon, it becomes paramount that teacher evaluation is looked at in global perspectives to draw lessons from. This article summarizes teacher evaluation practices in select OECD and non-OECD countries with the primary objective of informing policy options around teacher evaluation as stipulated in NEP 2009. The article also presents a snapshot of empirical evidence around developmental and high-stakes methods and approaches of evaluating teachers including a synthesis of evidence on Value Added Models. The article posits that finding an appropriate blend of the developmental and high-stakes means with a more focus on the former in any teacher evaluation regime should be based on rigorous research in indigenous settings.
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Introduction

Raising achievement for all students is a central goal in modern democracies and states and schools pursue this goal by identifying
and actively working around the factors that are significant in this regard. Among the many factors that have a close association with student achievement, teacher quality comes forth as a critical factor in schools. Therefore, schools are being increasingly asked to evaluate teachers so as to improve the quality of teaching and hence student achievement. The purposes of these evaluations are to identify professional development needs of teachers and also to make them answerable for what they invest in their efforts to improve teaching and learning quality in schools.¹

In this backdrop, it is increasingly believed that all students can experience an enhanced quality of education by adopting teacher evaluation as a significant policy device. For such perspectives from around the world and to be at par with other nations in relation to quality of education, Pakistan’s National Education Policy (NEP) 2009 lays out a clear emphasis on institutionalizing monitoring and evaluation across the board in the education systems. In this context this article reviews relevant literature to offer a comparative view of the different approaches to assessing and judging teacher effectiveness in schools. The article explores teacher evaluation in cross-national perspectives with the primary purpose of identifying nuances of practices and purposes of judging teachers so as to inform education policy in teacher evaluation in Pakistan.

**Teacher Monitoring and Evaluation in Pakistan’s National Education Policy**

Since its inception, Pakistan has been struggling with the perennial issues in public education including quality, access and governance. Lamenting on the low confidence that the public poses in public institutions, including education, National Educational Policy (NEP) states:

“To revive confidence in public sector education system by raising the quality of education provided in government owned institutions through setting standards for educational inputs, processes and outputs and institutionalizing the process of monitoring and evaluation from the lowest to the highest levels.”²

However, contrary to the above policy action, teacher evaluation in public schools is still a rare phenomenon in Pakistan. The modus operandi of assessing teacher performance is still the decades old ACR (Annual Confidential Report) that has almost no value with regard to raising teacher quality. Therefore, NEP’s above
standpoint seems valid with regard to institutionalizing monitoring and evaluation in schools. In this connection, this paper explores the question: What lessons Pakistan can learn from experiences and evidence from around the world to develop a viable route to teacher evaluation. The paper reviews relevant empirical evidence from around the world on the link between teachers and student achievement. In so doing, it gives a comprehensive overview of how teachers are evaluated in OECD and non-OECD countries that Pakistan can learn from.

**Why and How of Teacher Evaluation**

Teacher evaluation, used here interchangeably with teacher appraisal, are the reviews of performance that various personnel carry out in schools against set plans and expectations. Such reviews may have formative purpose of identifying specific professional development needs or high-stakes and summative intentions associated with decisions such as promotion, rewards or penalties for teachers. This essentially gives forth to two broad aims for teacher evaluation i.e., developmental or formative purposes and accountability or high-stakes purposes. High-stakes teacher evaluations aim at making teachers accountable for their performance in teaching whereas developmental purposes have the primary focus on identifying professional development needs of teachers.

**Teacher Evaluation in Cross-National Perspectives: A Synthesis of Evidence**

Various studies and reports show that practices and purposes of evaluating teachers vary both within and across countries. A survey conducted in 2002-04 by the OECD showed that different countries had in place a variety of mechanisms with varying tools, objectives and outcomes of evaluating teachers. About 50% of the countries evaluated teachers on a regular basis. Twenty three percent countries had teacher evaluations with no developmental focus whereas 35% of the countries had professional development links in their teacher evaluation systems. Teacher evaluation in the remaining countries varied in how they evaluated and incentivized teachers. The survey showed Chile as a very active user of teacher evaluation systems with about 2/3 of the evaluation systems having professional development as an objective. It was also seen in the survey that the countries with professional development as one of the aspects of teacher evaluation, also had consequences for teachers who were ineffective. Teacher evaluation in such
countries led to creation and implementation of a plan for improvement, withholding of promotion or forfeit of salary.

In the 2009 PISA survey by the OECD, school principals in sampled countries responded to a variety of questions on teacher evaluation in schools. Items directly related to accountability and evaluation of teachers sought information on how achievement data was used for judging effectiveness of teachers and for the purposes of monitoring teachers. The findings show that countries significantly differed in the purposes of uses of assessment data to evaluate teachers. On average, 59% students in the OECD countries were enrolled in schools that monitored teachers using student achievement data. In Austria, Mexico, United Kingdom, Poland, Turkey, United States, and Israel 80% students studied in schools that practiced using student achievement to monitor and evaluate teachers. There were countries that used appraisals by peers, senior staff, external evaluators and principals in conjunction with student achievement. As well, there were countries that had negligible focus on external evaluations. For example, in Finland, a meager 2% students studied in schools that had any external evaluations whereas internal monitoring and evaluation had a much less focus in these schools.

Other measures to evaluate teachers and make them accountable were linked with team or school evaluations. These measures included high-stakes purposes such as public accountability, tracking of assessment of students administratively, giving parents information about their children’s performance, comparing schools and benchmarking at the levels of district and nation. OECD-2010 also reported that 37% students, on average, were enrolled in schools that used public accountability in their high stakes teacher evaluation systems. Schools would make teachers accountable to public by posting student achievement data for public consumption through such channels as online media including websites as well in print media channels. However, there were countries that had a lot less focus on public accountability. Such countries included Austria, Spain, Belgium, Finland, and Switzerland. United Kingdom and United States had a predominance of public accountability as more than 80% students were enrolled in schools that used this approach to ensure quality in teaching and learning in schools.

A more detailed and comprehensive picture of teacher evaluation comes forth in the Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS) by the OECD. According to OECD, over 50% teachers said that they had not experienced external evaluations in
the last five years suggesting a largely internal evaluation scenario in the sampled countries. It was also shown that over 50% of the teacher appraisal was based on the student test scores in most of the countries included in the TALIS 2008.

A significant element of a teacher evaluation regime is often the impact it has on various aspects of teachers’ lives and schooling. In this regard, TALIS survey in 2008 extracted information on how teacher appraisal and feedback impacted teachers and their daily lives in schools. Teachers reported that an average of 41% of the emphasis was accorded to pushing up student test scores in their evaluations. Many countries including Italy, Bulgaria, Australia, and others emphasized greatly on making student test scores part of teacher appraisal systems. Along with test scores, other areas of teacher appraisal systems that impacted their daily practice were the plans for professional development, teaching and learning practices, and how teachers managed their classrooms. OECD found that teachers’ approaches to managing classrooms in Belgium, Norway, Mexico, Slovenia, Hungary, and Australia were most impacted by teacher appraisal practices.⁸

In the TALIS 2008 survey, OECD reported that fewer teachers experienced outcomes relating to financial and career aspects of their lives through teacher appraisal practices. In Belgium (FI), for example, a very low of only 0.4% teachers experienced a change in their monetary benefits including salary as a result of their appraisals. Malaysian teachers (33%), on the other hand, said that teacher appraisal lead to a medium to higher change in their salaries. In Slovenia, Lithuania, Poland, and Bulgaria, teacher appraisal impacted professional development of teachers to a great extent. Similarly, in Lithuania, Bulgaria, Mexico, Brazil, and Poland, teachers reported that their appraisal had a high effect on how they taught in classes. Parallel to this finding, in these countries, a higher number of teachers reported having a focus on improving student test scores as a focus in their appraisals.

**Empirical Link on Teacher Evaluation**

Isoré notes that developmental and high stakes purposes of teacher evaluation work in close proximity and are not mutually exclusive. In this article, however, an arbitrary division with the objective of creating a simpler structure to the available literature has been made by classifying research around three broad streams. The research stream that has often used such approaches as classroom observations and performance rubrics has been termed as standards
based teacher evaluation with the developmental objectives in focus. The second stream in empirical research often makes use of student test scores as essential metric for measuring teacher quality and performance. Third, a significant body of more recent evidence points to an extended and more advanced approaches known widely as Value Added Models (VAMs) that come with their own challenges.\(^9\)

Wenglinsky\(^{10}\) posits that quantitative approaches to assessing and evaluating teacher quality have often lagged behind in capitalizing on the importance of within-classroom processes that are significant with regard to explaining variation in performance among students and classrooms. In this sense, Wenglinsky’s study seems to have paved ways for various latter studies that uncovered within-classroom factors that were significant with regard to raising student achievement. To a similar effect, Holtzapple\(^{11}\) carried out analyses on 16 standards instead of 22. Findings showed that the TES was successful in predicting performance at the extremities (unsatisfactory and distinguished) of performance ratings. However, the system was not as effective in predicting performance at the proficient and basic level (the middle of rating scale). Holtzapple found that a rating of “basic” and “unsatisfactory” in the domain of “Teaching and Learning,” affected student achievement by lowering of student test score in comparison to the predicted score that was based on the achievement in prior year. On the contrary, a teacher rated as “distinguished” showed that students taught by such teacher achieved as expected.

Other studies further explored the link between standards-based teacher evaluation approaches and student achievement and found mixed results. Like Holtzapple and Kimball, White, Milanowski, and Borman and others, Milanowski carried out a study using Danielson Teaching Framework. Their results were at best moderate yet he concluded them as significant since standards-based approaches using rubrics are often noisy owing to various confounding factors that may operate at multiple levels. In their analyses of three sites, Milanowski, Kimball, and White\(^{12}\) found that students of those teachers who were evaluated showed gains in their achievement. Similarly, in their multilevel analyses that explored associations between scores from teacher evaluation in standards-based approaches with student achievement, Kimball, et al.\(^{13}\) found positive relationships in all grades and the tested subjects. However, except in reading in fourth grade and in each
subject in grade 5, the coefficients were statistically insignificant across-the-board.

In 2011, Sartain et al. studied a pilot program rolled out in 2008 in Chicago named as Chicago’s Excellence in Teaching to refurbish a viable and effective system of evaluating teachers. As seen in the studies discussed above, the Pilot program included developmental approaches to teacher evaluation wherein evaluators such as principals and personnel external to school engaged in observing teachers and providing them feedback through conferences. It was found that student achievement showed significant yields for those teachers who were observed and evaluated. According to teachers, the program effectively provided opportunities to them to reflect on their practice and thereby make continuous improvements in their pedagogical skills which ultimately reflected in improved student achievement.

The importance of classroom observations as important tools to improve teaching and learning conditions were explored in other studies as well. In their study, Tyler, Taylor, Kane, and Wooten found convincing evidence to date on the strong link between classroom observation measures and student achievement. They found that a shift, for example, of Teacher Evaluation System (TES) rating from “Basic” to “Proficient” and further on from “Proficient” to “Distinguished” (p. 259) related to a positive change of about 0.17 to 0.2 of a standard deviation. They delve deep into predictive ability and dynamics of classroom observations that explained achievement in mathematics and reading. In their analysis, they found that a teacher who managed and maintained a conducive environment witnessed an increase in student performance in mathematics by 0.25 standard deviation (SD) and in reading by 0.15 of an SD. They also found that teachers who adopted inquiry approaches in their teaching produced higher student achievement in mathematics compared to a teacher who only focused on delivering the specified content. However, this finding was not true in the case of reading. It could be argued based on these findings that teachers adjusted instructional objectives and their pedagogical practices such that they could address the objectives set forth in the developmental approaches to teacher evaluation in the TES. Furthermore, Taylor and Tyler also showed that a student who was taught by a teacher who was evaluated showed an increased score by a margin of 10% of an SD in mathematics compared to a similar student whose teacher was not evaluated. They, however, could not confirm the underlying dynamics that lied at the heart of such relations.
between teacher evaluation and student achievement. Similarly, Rockoff and Speroni\textsuperscript{17} studied subjective and objective measures in the teacher evaluations that yielded significant relations with student achievement. Their target evaluation system included professional mentors who worked with the novice teachers.

Alongside the developmental purposes, high-stakes approaches and purposes are also constituent parts of teacher evaluation systems around the globe. In a long line of research exploring the efficacy of student test scores in high stakes evaluations of teachers, Bingham, Heywood, and White\textsuperscript{18} study is one of the first. They studied performance of grade 5 students to assess if test scores were a good measure of teacher effectiveness in teacher evaluations. Based on their findings they were able to posit that student test scores are an effective measure in high stakes evaluations that can be used to rate teachers on the value that they added to student achievement. It was for such studies that subsequent exploration of teacher effects on student achievement gained a momentum.

In 1997, Wright, Horn, and Sanders studied how teacher factors affected performance of students to address the issue of non-random assignment of students. Wright, Horn, and Sanders\textsuperscript{19} proposed student achievement data as an appropriate measure to assess teachers. They further stated that an adequate standardized testing regime and careful research methods involving longitudinal structure of data could be appropriate to identify the good and bad teachers. Taking this line of research forward, Wößmann et al.\textsuperscript{20} used one of the most robust survey data available to date, the PISA 2003 survey to reconfirm findings coming from earlier studies.\textsuperscript{21} They used multi-level modeling techniques wherein they found that external exit exams related positively to student test scores. Furthermore, Goldhaber and Hansen\textsuperscript{22} used administrative data in grades 4-5 and teachers to assess the use of test scores as viable criteria in high stakes teacher evaluations involving award of tenure. They found that such approaches in teacher evaluation associated significantly and positively with student achievement in these grades. They analyzed data on those teachers for whom information was available before and after the award of tenure. They found that teachers who could not secure a tenure had student achievement 11% of a standard deviation less than those students whose teachers were awarded tenure. Therefore, they concluded student test scores were viable measures to assess teacher effectiveness.
One of the latest pieces of evidence on the use of student test scores in high stakes teacher evaluation comes from OECD-2010 that found that schools using information from external but standards-based examinations registered a 16 points or higher increase in student achievement compared with schools where such a practice was not observed. OECD-2010 further states that internal standardized tests conducted by the school showed no observable link with student achievement. Student achievement has also been used in making high stakes decisions involving comparison of teacher performance across schools. Measures involving accountability of teams of teachers or schools with comparisons across districts or at national level resulted in positive associations with achievement. Therefore, OECD-2010 proposed to schools that they can maneuver their mechanisms of accountability to explore viable teacher evaluation and accountability systems for improving learning outcomes for students.

Teacher evaluation, especially involving high-stakes, has not always been seen having positive relationships with or effects on student achievement. High-stakes teacher evaluation, for example public accountability, has been seen having mixed effects or in some cases having negative consequences. Last but not the least, using student achievement data for public accountability (e.g., by publishing student test scores in media), informing parents, allocating resources, or administrative tracking of student achievement data delivered mixed effects on student performance as shown in OECD report of 2010.

**Are Value-Added Models the Way Forward?**

When it comes to evaluating teachers based on measures of student outcome such as test scores in internal or external examinations, the biggest stumbling block that comes forth is the association of student performance with individual students. As a solution to this issue, Value Added Models have been considered as the way forward. However, even though they are an advanced statistical form of the teacher evaluation mechanisms, there are criticisms on their efficiency in teasing out individual teacher effects on the students whom they taught.

Using data that they developed for a period of five years, Winter and Cowen in their Valued Added Modeling of grade 4 and 5 students in Florida show that student performance was lower in classrooms that were taught by teachers who should have been dismissed under the applicable practice of teacher evaluation based
on student test scores. The authors further suggest that the VAMs can provide ample evidence on the quality of teachers. However, they posit, making decisions based on such evidence remains a human thing. Grossman, Loeb, Cohen, and Wyckoff\textsuperscript{29} show that teachers who made to the top quartile in the VAMs displayed better instructional profiles than those who scored in lower quartile suggesting some efficiency of the VAMs in identifying quality teachers. In other words, VAMs that they used in their study could identify effective teachers who had a better control and command in instructional skills compared with the teachers who were less effective.

While Winter and Cowen and Grossman, Loeb, Cohen, and Wyckoff propose that VAMs can provide reliable evidence on teacher quality, evidence from elsewhere shows that the type of information that a VAM can give depends more on the statistical modeling and the nature of the data used. For example, Goldhaber, Goldschmidt, and Tseng\textsuperscript{30} examined relationships that existed between different estimates of teacher effects in VAMs involving different assumptions on learning outcomes. Their analysis shows that the type of VAM used determines the nature of prediction with regard to teacher quality. For these reasons and others, while taking high-stakes decisions, especially involving decisions relating to service and tenure, information from VAMs should be used with utmost caution.

**Conclusion**

Current debates and efforts in raising teacher quality and hence student attainment has gained increased traction across the world. Educational scene in Pakistan is not immune to such discourses and developments. It is for this reason that Pakistan’s National Educational Policy is increasingly focusing on evaluating teachers and rewarding them based on their performance. However, as can be seen in the above review of literature, the challenge of how best to evaluate teachers so as to improve their quality and learning outcomes for all students has transpired to a varied and dynamic landscape of policy analysis in global perspectives. The landscape becomes even more nuanced in the face of contrasting evidence on high stakes and developmental approaches to evaluate teachers.

Evidence on an effective and universal teacher evaluation system is at best mixed and evolving. However, there is consensus among scholars from a wide spectrum of the debate on policy around teacher evaluation that suggests that high-stakes teacher evaluation serves a very narrow objective of making teachers
accountable with a limited opportunity to help teachers improve their professional practice. Furthermore, measuring teacher effectiveness based only on student test scores offers many challenges. It has been pointed out by many that summative measures such as student test score and attaching high-stakes with these measures in teacher evaluations gives rise to what is commonly known as “teaching to the test” and “narrowing of curriculum” in addition to many other negative and unintended consequences involving detrimental effects on teacher collaboration and overall school culture. Therefore, using summative evidence in the form of student test scores is suggested as only one measure in addition to many others in a given teacher evaluation system to assess teacher effectiveness. For a country like Pakistan where “teaching to the test” is already a widespread phenomenon across almost all spectra of education, a lack of convincing evidence on sustainably raising student achievement through high-stakes evaluations will offer greater challenges. Value Added Models could be put in place as an alternative along with other measures, availability of relevant longitudinal data will be a challenge to begin with. Where relevant data is available, VAMs can be made a sub-part of a larger regime of teacher evaluation involving multiple measures of teacher performance and effectiveness. Other measures along with VAMs could be authentic classroom observations, rubrics, and artefacts of teacher work. As much as possible, teachers need to be made part of a process that aims at developing a viable teacher evaluation system for the country. Furthermore, for national policy around teacher evaluation to be effective and sustainable in the long run, the process must not become an end in itself. The process should serve to assist teachers develop their competencies and hence enhanced learning outcomes for all students.
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